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This paper asserts that brand pharmaceutical firms (those mostly involved in
the invention and production of new drugs) engage in a set of complemen-
tary activities that are different from those of generic pharmaceutical firms
(those that primarily make off-patent medicines). Complementarities of the
Milgrom-Roberts variety within, but not across, these two kinds of firms
make it more efficient for pharmaceutical firms to specialize in either brand
or generic production. Using FDA data, I show that this is indeed the case.
I then examine the firms that produce both types of drugs to see if there
are market-level strategic synergies between brand and generic products. I
find generic entrants that belong to a corporation that owns the brand in the
market are (1) not more likely to enter, (2) not more likely to be approved
faster, and (3) not more likely to deter other generics from entering. Thus
the advantage, or synergy, from mixing brand and generic activities in one
corporation must arise elsewhere in the operations of the firm. If not, the
integrated pharmaceutical firm is not the most efficient organizational form
for the production of ethical drugs.

1. Introduction

US pharmaceutical firms are generally divided by industry observers
into firms that specialize in inventing, producing, and marketing
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branded drugs, and those that primarily produce products that have
lost patent protection. The former are known as innovator firms, and
the latter, generic firms. Coexisting with these fairly cleanly defined
firms are companies that engage in both types of research; they make
branded, proprietary drugs and also manufacture low-cost, undiffer-
entiated generic drugs. The purpose of this paper is to explore the
reasons for heterogeneity in organizational activities in the pharma-
ceutical industry: some corporations integrate two activities within
the firm, and some specialize.

I argue that organizational complementarities lead a researcher
to expect the specialist form to dominate, while strategic interaction
between branded drugs and generics in a market might create an
advantage to owning both kinds of products. Several hypotheses
regarding such strategic uses of a generic to improve the profitability
of a brand—or vice versa—are presented. The empirical sections of the
paper document the dominance of the specialist pharmaceutical firm
in the United States and evaluate several reasons for the existence of
mixed-activity firms. In particular, I examine whether the two parts of
a mixed-activity corporation have been helping each other to generate
more profit for the combined entity.

While research on the scope of the firm is an area of interest
for academic economists, this particular question is also relevant to
current debates among practitioners in the pharmaceutical industry.
In the 1980s there were relatively few firms combining both types of
activities.1 There seems to have been a change in the composition of
research activities in the last decade. For example, the trade press dis-
cusses a trend in the early 1990s of brand companies buying generic
subsidiaries. The trend later subsided, and some divestitures took
place. A more recent market phenomenon covered in the literature
is the move by some generic firms into invention of branded prod-
ucts. It may be that changing market conditions cause managers to
adopt the better organizational form—specialist or integrated—when
appropriate. On the other hand, these quickly changing trends may
be mistakes or learning on the part of managers.

The evidence in this paper cannot provide a definitive answer,
as only some of the advantages and disadvantages of integration are
analyzed. None of the (admittedly limited) tests presented here find
that integrated firms are using their control of both a brand and a
generic in the same market to gain strategic advantage for one prod-
uct. Generic-drug applications owned by the original brand in the

1� According to Thwaite (1996), in the 1980s only a few innovator firms had a generic
division. They included: Lederle (Lederle Standard), A.H. Robins (Elkins-Sinn), Warner-
Lambert (Warner-Chilcott), Ciba-Geigy (Geneva), and Boehringer Ingelheim (Roxane).
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market do not gain approval faster, enter more frequently, or arrive in
the market before other generic entrants. I conclude that either there
are economies of scope beyond those tested here, or an integrated
pharmaceutical firm is not the most efficient organizational form for
conducting research and production of ethical drugs.

2. Theoretical Prediction

The innovator firm’s reputation for quality is the basis for a branded
product’s price premium over the generic. The patient may feel that
quality is higher in either the fixed inputs (research generating the
drug), or the manufacturing care (each dose of the drug is pure), or
both. Patients who care about their health and are risk-averse will be
willing to pay a substantial premium to purchase the brand of higher
quality.

Before patent expiration, the price premium is protected by a
patent from direct competition. However, there are usually substitute
therapies and they are often less expensive than the new drug. An
expensive patent-protected product is expected to be a higher-quality
remedy for the disease than previous-generation products. Part of
quality in this setting is the reputation of the firm for safe and inno-
vative products as well as careful manufacturing.

Suppose an innovator firm finds its reputation for quality to be
an important asset in the market. Reputation is a fragile asset, because
it rests only on the beliefs of consumers and medical professionals.
Therefore, an innovator firm will be careful not to damage its repu-
tation; it will be willing to expend resources to ensure that quality
remains consistently high. For example, because of the reputational
cost of a defective bottle of its product, such a firm will be less willing
than a generic producer, for example, to lower manufacturing costs at
the expense of safety. The large margins on each unit of the product
cover the higher costs of this approach.

The well-known theory of complementarities between strategies
in an organization (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990) suggests that pursuing
a high-quality product strategy will affect strategic choices throughout
the organization. Murdock (1998) discusses how a research organi-
zation motivates employees to concentrate on quality and compen-
sates them for their efforts; he finds they use intrinsic motivation,
efficiency wages, and implicit contracts. He considers an example
where researchers are allowed to work on a scientifically important
problem (river blindness) that has no commercial viability. The com-
pany pays for the research and clinical trials of the drug even though
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it brings little monetary return; instead, creating important new treat-
ments that save lives is part of scientists’ compensation.

Stern (1999) presents data on starting job offers for Ph.D.’s begin-
ning research careers in the pharmaceutical industry. He shows that
the salary offered by a generic firm to a research scientist is higher
than the salary offered by an innovator firm to the same scientist. The
implication is that other aspects of the job at the innovator firm will
be rewarding: the quality, and therefore interest and excitement, of the
research being one.

Quality will be encouraged with a constellation of practices that
reinforce each other and push the organization towards a high-quality
high-cost position. For example, excellent lobbyists and patent lawyers
are very costly. This kind of quality is worth investing in when the
intellectual property at stake is valuable (innovative product) because
the returns to a small positive change in property rights or regulation
are large (due to the large gross margin). Lobbyists and executives
promote the firm’s products to the regulators, consumers, physicians,
etc., which in turn enhances the firm’s reputation, more so when the
product is good.

A generic firm, in contrast, competes on the basis of price with
other generic firms. All generic products must be approved by the
FDA, so they are forced to be physically homogeneous. Of course,
generic firms can differentiate on other aspects of the product, such
as delivery time and product line. Price-cost margins are thin because
the lack of differentiation causes vigorous competition between pro-
ducers. Various academic studies (e.g., Wiggins and Maness, 1995;
Frank and Salkever, 1997) have shown that market prices fall steadily
with increasing number of market participants; the lowest margins
are likely to be found in markets with the most producers. Firms
must have low costs to survive in this type of industry structure.
Consequently, generic firms’ hiring, compensation, lobbying efforts,
and R&D expenditure will all reflect that need.

Again drawing on the idea of complementarities (Milgrom and
Roberts, 1990), we expect a generic firm’s practices to be optimized
for its competitive environment and fit together as a system. There is
less empirical and theoretical research on the generic pharmaceutical
industry to provide evidence on behavior in this segment. However,
the popular press confirms the overall differences between the two
types of organization:

Generic companies, the old line manufacturers think, will
be the secondary part of a two-tier industry, with thinner
profits and lower levels of innovation. Profits from gener-
ics, they say, would not support new-product research of
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the old-line companies. But analysts say production costs of
the older companies, with their big research expenses and
costly overhead, are too high for them to compete effec-
tively with the lean, low-cost generic companies.2

The starting claim of this paper is that the complementary poli-
cies of the two types of organizations are sufficiently different (one
being high margins supporting innovation, and the other being com-
modity manufacturing) that it will be very costly to combine the two
types of activities in one organization. Consequently, an organization
that does so must anticipate some countervailing benefit to compen-
sate for the costs.

A weaker, but important, related point is that there are still costs
to ownership if a generic firm is isolated from an innovator firm by
being in its own division within the same corporation. Purchasing a
free-standing generic or brand firm to make it into a division is likely
to generate some costs above the purchase price. At the very least the
firm is tying up capital that could be used for another project; this
has an opportunity cost for the firm. Although the firm could bor-
row more to carry out all its projects, additional funds may be more
costly if the firm is in an upward-sloping cost-of-capital environment
[as described in Myers and Majluf (1984))]. Secondly, the firm’s man-
agement is spending time and effort managing the subsidiary. This
again has an opportunity cost, as managers cannot enlarge their duties
without increasing the cost of effort or the likelihood of mistakes (see
Jensen, 1989). Additionally, there may be organizational costs of the
type described above, despite the divisional structure. For example,
the labor market at the executive level will be affected by the existence
of two kinds of organizations, even if employees are totally separated
lower down in the corporation.

A substantial premium is usually paid to acquire a free-standing
firm; Bradley, et al. (1988) find it averaged 30% during the 1960s
and 1970s. In addition, on average, acquiring corporations overpay
when making an acquisition. The same authors find that upon acqui-
sition, the acquirer’s stock price falls by about 3%; given the premium,
investors expect the acquisition to be a net loss for the buyer. There-
fore, purchasing another firm in order to add a different type of activ-
ity to the corporation is a costly approach to diversification. On the
other hand, growing both types of activities internally may also be
organizationally costly. If these activities do not naturally fit together,
then we should see most corporations specializing.

2� New York Times, February 24, 1985, Section 3, p. 1. The same point is made in the
New York Times, September 11, 1997, Section D, p. 1.
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Licensing is another option for a firm that wants to combine
certain brand and generic activities. The extent of licensing may be
limited by the kinds of activities that can be easily contracted upon.
This will be discussed below.

3. Specialization Behavior

3.1 Preliminary Evidence in Favor

I use a definition of specialization that requires at least 80% of a firm’s
applications to the FDA to be of one type. Applications are of two
major types: new drug applications, or NDAs, and abbreviated new
drug applications, or ANDAs. The former are chemicals, formulations,
and uses that have not been approved previously, while the latter are
exact imitations of an existing product. The former is generally more
expensive to submit, because extensive clinical trials must be under-
taken to prove safety and efficacy. In contrast, an ANDA application
need only show that the firm’s product is almost exactly the same as
the original innovator’s drug; the firm is not required to repeat the
safety and efficacy tests. I will refer to the two types of applications
as brand and generic applications.

The application data are taken directly from the FDA web site
and include all NDAs and ANDAs granted from 1982 until July 1998.
I remove observations that are duplicates in either of two ways: mul-
tiple applications that are the same except for the concentration of the
product, and multiple applications from the same firm in the same
year for the same product (different packaging or manufacturing facil-
ities). The FDA provides an applicant name, which can be used to
identify the different applicants in the dataset. Unfortunately, the FDA
(or the firm) does not use a consistent name across applications and
years (e.g., Astra and Astra Pharms; Merck and MSD), so it is first
necessary to sort through all the firm names to find those that are dif-
ferent, but refer to the same firm. It is important to emphasize at this
stage that all the empirical analyses in this paper rely on application
data from the FDA. The FDA allows firms to choose the name that
goes on the ANDA. Officially, the name of any part of the corporation
can be used, not necessarily the one corresponding to the affiliation
or location of the people writing the application, nor of those manu-
facturing the drug. To the extent that firms use applicant names from
other random parts of the corporation, my results will not reflect eco-
nomic behavior. However, it is likely that the applicant name most
often reflects the division in which the research and manufacture of
the drug takes place. If so, the tests here will be instructive.
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TABLE I.
Percentage of Firms that Specializea

Percentage

1985–99 1985–99, No
Category Base only Antibioticsb

All Applicants
Brand 20�8 23�3 24�9
Generic 62�9 64�6 62�9
Mixed 16�3 12�1 12�2
Observations 221 215 205

Applicants with >9 Approvals
Brand 23�8 27�6 31�7
Generic 52�4 56�3 53�7
Mixed 23�8 16�1 14�6
Observations 105 87 82

Corporations with applicant division(s), 1985–1999

Percentage

Corp with
Category All >9 Approvals

Brand 19�2 22�2
Generic 66�5 52�8
Mixed 14�4 25�0
Observations 167 72

How Divisions are organized: %

% of Corps with Brand divisions only 15�6 0
% of Corps with Generic divisions only 63�5 0
% of Corps with Mixed divisions only 9�6 62�5
% of Corps with Brand and generic divisions 5�4 12�5
% of Corps with Mixed and other divisions 6�0 25�0

Observations 167 24

aHave 80% of applications of the same type.
bI removed antibiotic applications fairly crudely by deleting all 5-NDAs and all 6-ANDAs. 6-ANDAs
are now used for all types of ANDAs, but until recently they were used only for antibiotics.

I find that out of a total of 221 applicants applying for approval
to sell a new drug to the FDA between 1982 and 1998 inclusive, there
were 46 that specialized in branded products and 139 in generic. Only
16% of the total number of firms had a mixture of products, despite
60% of the unit interval being defined as mixture territory (see Table I).

I try several further refinements to confirm that mixed firms are
underrepresented. If the sample of firms only includes those with
at least ten approvals during the period, the result still holds. Since
firms with only a few approvals are not counted, and under random
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draws these firms are more likely to be specialized, of course a larger
fraction, 24%, are mixed (24% brand, 52% generic). This is still dispro-
portionately low.

In October of 1984 the Waxman-Hatch Act passed. The Act
changed the entry requirements for noninnovator entrants (every en-
trant after the brand) for a large group of existing and new drug mar-
kets. Instead of filing an NDA, which everyone had to do at that time,
only an ANDA was required. Thus the cost of generic entry into many
markets was reduced dramatically. Before this time, many “generic”
firms would enter a market with an NDA because an ANDA was not
an option. By restricting the sample to approvals from 1985 onwards,
one can see firms’ choices in an environment where the two types of
applications truly reflect different skills. As reported in Table I, the
percentage of mixture applicant firms drops down to 12%. The final
column restricts the sample again to eliminate antibiotic drugs. In this
category it appears that noninnovator firms sometimes enter with an
NDA, perhaps because the regulations differ somewhat. Again, the
percentage of more active mixture firms (>9 approvals) falls.

I also find evidence that corporations specialize. Many of the
applicants analyzed above are subsidiaries of larger corporations.
Thus, some of the specialist applicants could be part of generalist cor-
porations. The lower half of Table I reports the findings when I record
each applicant’s parent corporation and repeat the analysis. Because
some of the applicants are very small and I am focusing here on parent
corporations with at least 10 applications, I do not keep observations
where the applicant submitted fewer than five applications in the 17-
year period. After dropping these observations and the observations
from 1982 and 1983, there are 4681 applications in the dataset.

The ownership data are current as of August 1999 and are pri-
marily taken from Business Browser, a OneSource database of corpo-
rate affiliations. One unusual feature of the data is that ownership
of particular approvals is backfilled. For example, Novartis, a firm
formed by the merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz in 1996, is listed as
the applicant firm for NDAs filed in 1984. Thus the data are a snap-
shot of current ownership patterns with little trace of former owners.3

Because of the merger wave over the last decade or more, renam-
ing old applicants will, if anything, bias the analysis toward finding
generalist rather than specialist companies.

I find between 75% and 86% of corporations in the dataset spe-
cialize when each application is counted separately. When looking

3� It is not clear to me if the backfilling is complete for all firms. However, it is
certainly widespread.
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only at divisions, 79% of the corporations specialize; all divisions in
these corporations make primarily the same type of product. About
5% of corporations are specialized in both activities, in the sense that
they have at least one division specializing in each. Examples of this
type of firm include Mylan (Penederm) and Watson Labs (Oclassen).
However, 16% of corporations have a division that is itself a mixture.
Of those corporations that have substantial numbers of both brand
and generic products, I find it is less common to put the two types
of products in separate divisions; 62% of these corporations mix them
together in one division and do not specialize at all. The model of
divisions that are separated (although we do not know how separate
they are physically) is relatively rare, indicating that management may
envision cooperation between the two activities.

Note that innovator firms do apply for ANDAs from time to
time. Five percent of innovator firm applications are ANDAs on aver-
age. (An “innovator firm” is defined as a firm with 20% or fewer
ANDA applications.) However, the innovator firms may not be mak-
ing the drug in order to sell it as a generic drug; more often the firm
is filing the ANDA to get permission for a new manufacturing plant
or different packaging for an existing product.

3.2 Anecdotal Reasons for “Mixture” Firms

In the early 1990s pharmaceutical managers made decisions that sug-
gest they felt that the organizational complementarities mentioned
above were outweighed by some other factors. The industry press
(Thwaite, 1998) notes that 25 innovator firms moved into the generic
industry beginning in 1991. Table II lists specific deals: innovator firms
purchased existing generic firms, started generic divisions, or formed
strategic alliances with generic firms to handle specific products.

The optimistic view of combining the activities of the brand and
the generic corporation is to create an organization with the positive
features of each:

These hybrid companies, said David Saks, an analyst for
Gruntal and Company, have their own brand name, or pro-
prietary drugs, and can earn higher profits than companies
that rely solely on generic versions of drugs with patents
that have expired. But because generic drugs are also part
of their business mix, these companies also tend to have the
lower-cost operations more typical of generic-drug compa-
nies, he said.4

4� New York Times, May 2, 1994, Section D, p. 4.
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TABLE II.
Recenta Integration in the
Pharmaceutical Industryb

Purchase Existing Start Own Generic
Generic Firm Division or subsidiary Form Strategic Alliance

Hoechstc RPR Lilly
Marionc Sandozc Pharmacia & Upjohn
Bayer (Miles) DuPont Merckc Roche

Upjohn Searle
Syntexc SmithKline Beecham
Allergan Zeneca
Merckc

Schering

Generic Firms Engaging in Research Designed to Discover Innovative products

Endo Faulding Mylan
Schein Teva Warner Chilcott
Watson

aSince 1991.
bThwaite (1998).
cIntegration has been reversed.

Another reason mentioned frequently in the popular press is that
innovator companies that bought generic firms were purchasing
“insurance” in case the Clinton health care reforms favored generics.

However, this strategy appears to have been less successful than
anticipated and/or the insurance against health care reform was no
longer needed; several of the integrations in Table II have been
reversed. By the mid-1990s influential branded firms, Merck and Syn-
tex among them, decided they should exit the generic market. “The
much ballyhooed entry of the brand-name companies into the generic
drug marketplace has been a bust.”5 However, despite the trend rever-
sal, many innovator firms with generic divisions or acquisitions did
not divest them, so it remains interesting to consider what the syner-
gies might be in those corporations.

In contrast, the trade journals clearly show that the trend in the
late 1990s was for generic firms to try to get into the branded business
because they perceived margins to be higher there. For example, one
journal said, “Many executives of generic companies appear to be tir-
ing of the struggle and the low profit margins. They have visions of
reinventing their companies to become fully integrated pharmaceuti-
cal companies, with research and development programs that produce
innovative medicines that can be differentiated.”6

5� Drug Store News, August 21, 1995, p. 13.
6� Business and Industry, 16 (11 November 1997), 30.
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Specific firms trying this approach are noted in Table II. Generic
firms occasionally invent an innovative product that can be patented
and sold; this is the source of many NDAs belonging to generic firms.
However, it is important to note that engaging in innovative activity
regularly and relying on its successful output is quite a different strat-
egy from serendipitous drug discovery. As discussed above, internal
policies must be adjusted accordingly for optimal performance of the
organization.

While actions of managers generally indicate their beliefs about
what is the most profitable strategy, it is not clear that generic firms are
entering the innovative segment in order to generate higher returns
for shareholders. For example, one of the generic managers queried
about the change of direction said,

Probably the major reason generic companies are getting
into brands is to help survive and level out sporadic ups
and downs. Generic earnings have peaks and valleys—
brands don’t. Mylan wanted to get into brands because we
can level out our earnings � � �”7

If the cost of bankruptcy is sufficiently high, this strategy benefits
shareholders. However, if the organizational cost of combining tasks
reduces efficiency, it may be that shareholders prefer to undertake
such diversification themselves through holding an innovator firm’s
equity.

4. Possible Efficiencies Due to
Integration and Empirical Tests

First, I will briefly discuss common explanations for mergers between
innovator pharmaceutical firms, because these do not apply to the
merger of an innovator and a generic firm. The primary motivation for
the great deal of activity that has been going on in this area over the
last twenty years is that character of a research project has changed.
The “bet” required is larger in absolute size, and the probability of
winning has declined. DiMasi et al. (1991) calculate that, including
approval costs and unsuccessful drugs, it costs $231 million (1987 dol-
lars) on average for one new chemical entity. At the same time, the
winner’s “prize” has grown due to the increasing numbers of con-
sumers worldwide who can afford costly medication. Thus, mergers
between innovator firms with complementary portfolios allow them
to diversify this increasing risk with more projects spread across more
research areas.

7� Thwaite (1996).
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In addition, distribution and marketing are accomplished with
a large group of salespeople who regularly visit physician offices
(detailing). This sales force is a fixed cost that needs a constant flow
of products to be used efficiently.

A final motivation for research mergers is that there are synergies
between the research groups of different firms who are working on the
same or related problems. Cockburn and Henderson (1996) find that
there are spillovers, or economies of scope, among research projects
within the firm. Thus, research firms found it was logical to combine
to reduce risk to the shareholder, perhaps generate spillovers in com-
bined R&D, and efficiently use distribution and lobbying resources.

None of these three reasons can be used to justify the merger of
a brand and a generic firm. The type of research being undertaken in
each organization is totally different. Generic products are not nearly
so risky and do not require as large a sunk cost. The risk for a generic
firm is that too many competitors will enter the market and prices
will fall to marginal cost, not that it will sink enormous amounts of
money and find the drug does not work. Distribution channels for the
two types of products are quite different, because physicians do not
usually decide to prescribe a generic, and certainly not a particular
generic. Instead, generic sales representatives sell to HMOs, hospital
purchasing groups, chain drugstores, and independent drugstores and
hospitals. This requires fewer salespeople per pill sold, and salespeo-
ple with different skills.

4.1 Reasons for Integration

However, several standard reasons for integration may apply to inte-
gration between brand and generic firms. One major possibility is
spillovers in reputation with the FDA, the regulator of pharmaceu-
tical products in the United States, between divisions or applications
from the same firm. There is evidence that the FDA takes into account
how “good” a researcher firm the applicant is when approving new
drugs (Olson, 1997). The FDA generic division may also be cognizant
of a firm’s branded product line and approve products more quickly
because of that reputation.

Is the FDA faster at approving a generic application when the
applicant is part of a corporation with an active innovator firm? Aside
from the influence of ownership on the FDA’s expectations, there can
be an influence of ownership on the application itself. For example,
an ANDA will be more attractive to the FDA if it is constructed by
scientists from the brand company (even if that fact is not known
to the reviewers), because the drug will more closely resemble the
brand. All areas of concern to the FDA will be addressed, all tests
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will be carried out with good results, and trouble spots identified at
the time of the NDA approval will already have been removed.

The first empirical specification tests whether generic applica-
tion approval time is shorter if the generic firm belongs to the patent
holder’s corporation. I construct a variable called Brand in Corp that
takes a 1 if the drug’s original innovator is in the same corporation
as the generic applicant. Because brands are sometimes transferred
between companies, I use the innovator listed in the 1984 Drug Prod-
ucts (Orange Book), thereby capturing the situation at the start of the
sample. To allow for the many mergers in the industry, I use a lib-
eral definition of corporation. If the two organizations belonged to
the same corporation at any time during the sample, I treat them as
one firm. By this definition, a firm can either enter a generic market
for strategic reasons or buy a firm already in that market, perhaps
for some of the same strategic reasons. This is conservative for my
purposes, because it gives the firm a greater chance, in a sense, to
demonstrate strategic intent.

The regression reported in Table III uses a simplified specifi-
cation from Scott Morton (1994) and adds an indicator of whether
the generic is in the same corporation as the brand to the dataset in
that paper. The main sample is composed of all ANDAs submitted
to the FDA between 1984 and 1992 and granted by 1999. (See the
data appendix for more detail and summary statistics.) I also run the
specification on a sample of applications submitted before the scandal
and a sample submitted afterwards to see if strategic behavior differs
between the two groups. The specification is

h(t) = h0(t) exp(Xβ)�

The hazard specification above includes several explanatory vari-
ables (X) that measure producer surplus, consumer surplus, and
reviewer preferences. The size of the brand market before patent expi-
ration (LnRev) proxies for the social surplus that would be created if
the FDA quickly approved the application. The variable Early indi-
cates that the application has been submitted before patent expira-
tion, and therefore that speed on the part of the FDA will not increase
consumer surplus. I assume that the patent date is fixed in this study.8

Order of Entry measures how many other generic products are already
in the market; the more there are, the less the marginal contribution to
social surplus of the entrant. Parent Portfolio is a count variable mea-

8� It is possible the early entrant intends to challenge the patent of the innovator.
However, in most cases the early entrant will have other reasons for entering the market
well before patent expiration: entry deterrence or a complex application that will take
a long time to approve are two possibilities.
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suring the number of approvals in the parent firm’s drug portfolio.
This should indicate applicants that have more political force with
the FDA because they are important in the industry. I also include
year fixed effects to pick up the slowdown in approvals caused by
the generic scandal and the effect of budgetary changes from year to
year.

We expect the Brand in Corp indicator to have a positive effect
on the probability of the application being approved if the brand
experience is brought to bear on the generic application. The results
reported in Table III show that owning the brand has no discernable
effect on the speed at which a generic application is approved.

The other variables have the expected coefficients. Applications
for large revenue markets are approved faster, as are applications
from firms with large portfolios. Applications that are Early relative to
patent date are approved more slowly; this is likely because review-
ers at the FDA have a preference for delay and can exercise it cheaply
with these applications. The results from the pre- and postscandal
eras are not notably different from the full-sample results. In partic-
ular, the coefficient on Brand in Corp is small and insignificant in all
the samples. At least during this period, it does not seem that compa-
nies were leveraging the knowledge of the brand into faster ANDA
approval times.

A second legitimate synergy between brand and generic oper-
ations is manufacturing knowledge about a particular product. The
brand engineers already know exactly how to make the product, what
variations in process affect quality, which suppliers’ products work
best, etc. A sister generic can invest the same amount in manufac-
turing as other generics, but produce a product closer to the brand’s
than theirs. In effect, a sister generic’s entry cost is lower. (Note that
the effective entry cost would be even lower if the firm’s approval
time were shorter than its competitors’.) The second regression uses
the entry specification from Scott Morton (1999) and a sample of
applications from 1984–1994. (See data appendix for description and
summary statistics.) In the first specification, the focus is on generic
firms and factors relevant for their decisions, so I include as potential
entrants only those applicants that have more than 50% ANDAs in
their stock of applications. This includes all specialist corporations
and corporations whose applicants are specialized by division, as
well as some, but not all, of the mixture firms defined in the first
analysis.

I model the entry game as a simultaneous choice on the part of
all generic entrants. Only N ∗ of them can profitably fit in the mar-
ket, due to the need to cover the fixed costs of entry. One (efficient)
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TABLE III.
Speed of Approval of ANDA: Hazarda

Independent Received Received prior to Received after
Variable 1984–94 1989 1988

Brand in Corp −0�069 0�060 −0�010
(0�192) (0�195) (0�419)

Revenue 0�066∗ 0�061∗ 0�110∗

(0�020) (0�020) (0�042)

Order of Entry 0�011 0�010 0�015
(0�008) (0�008) (0�016)

Early −0�00028∗ −0�0004∗ −0�0002
(0�00008) (0�00009) (0�0002)

Parent’s portfolio size 0�0023∗ 0�0021∗ 0�0037∗

(0�0007) (0�0007) (0�0012)

1984 dummy −0�774∗ —
(0�205)

1985 dummy −0�532∗ 0�236∗

(0�181) (0�119)

1986 dummy −0�573∗ 0�208
(0�179) (0�116)

1987 dummy −0�366∗ 0�402∗

(0�189) (0�128)

1988 dummy −1�37∗ −0�488∗
(0�186) (0�122)

1989 dummy −1�79∗ — −3�86∗
(0�179) (0�292)

1990 dummy −1�58∗ — −3�46∗
(0�181) (0�299)

1991 dummy −1�52∗ — −3�45∗
(0�183) (0�313)

1992 dummy −0�613∗ — −1�23∗
(0�175) (0�270)

Observations 1440 1128 312

aRobust standard errors are in parentheses. The fixed effect from 1993 is the omitted one except in the middle
column, where 1984 is omitted. Dependent variable: risk of approval.
∗Significant at 5% level.

equilibrium is for the N ∗ entrants with the lowest entry costs to enter,
and the others to stay out. Therefore, the probability that a particular
generic firm i, enters market k depends on whether its cost of entry
φik is less than a cutoff value, F∗

k . The cutoff value is chosen so that
the marginal entrant earns zero profit:

pr(enterik) = pr(φik ≤ F∗
k )�
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The probit equation includes variables proxying for F (the size of
the market), such as revenue, whether the drug treats a chronic con-
dition or not, and share sold to hospitals. It also includes measures of
how well the generic market opportunity matches the characteristics
of the firm’s portfolio, which proxies for firm-specific fixed entry cost.
The idea is that the more experience the firm has with the therapeu-
tic class of the drug, the form of the drug (injectable, pill, etc.), or the
specific ingredient, the lower the cost of preparing the ANDA. I count
how many times the characteristics of the market opportunity match
the form, therapy, or ingredient of a drug the firm already has in its
portfolio. Match variables for both the division and the parent level
are included in the regression. Finally, measures of how different the
generic market is from the entrant’s portfolio in a commercial sense
are included: difference in revenue size and the difference in share
sold to hospitals. These differences should proxy for marketing costs
of the firm in familiar or unfamiliar types of markets.

The addition of a variable indicating if the generic belongs to
the brand corporation tests if the probability of entry is higher for
those generics, conditional on all the other characteristics of the entry
opportunity described in the regression.

I find that in the basic specification of Table IV, the fact that
a generic firm is owned by the original innovator does not increase
its likelihood of entering the market. In fact, in the first specification
ownership decreases it. While this may seem counterintuitive, recall
that this effect is conditional on the form, therapy, and ingredients
in the drug. The result says that once the generic has taken those
synergies into account, it avoids competing with the branded drug in
the same corporation. When the drug characteristics are not included
separately, the negative sign on the coefficient disappears; it becomes
insignificantly different from zero. The generic firm is just as likely
to enter that market as any other; it prefers not to compete with the
brand, but if there is corporate experience with related drugs, that
efficiency balances the first effect.

The other coefficients in the table illustrate the importance of
firm specialization, or, in management language, the development of
“capabilities.” Past experience with the form of the drug, its thera-
peutic class, or one of its specific ingredients is very significant in
predicting entry into the market. Parent experience is not significant.
The negative coefficients on the differences between commercial fea-
tures of the current opportunity and the firm’s experience significantly
predict entry also. The revenue coefficients result in a positive aggre-
gate slope on revenue: larger drug markets attract more entry.
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TABLE IV.
Probability of Entry: Probit∗

Independent Variable Drug Characteristics Drug Characteristics
Included Omitted

Brand in Corp −0�557∗ 0�180
(0�191) (0�169)

Firm form match 0�044∗ —
(0�002)

Firm form match squared −0�00030∗ —
(�00002)

Parent form match −0�003 —
(0�002)

Firm therapy match 0�056∗ —
(0�014)

Firm therapy match squared −0�0016∗ —
(0�0008)

Parent therapy match 0�011 —
(0�008)

Firm ingredient match 0�083∗ —
(0�022)

Parent ingredient match 0�037 —
(0�025)

Firm family match 0�289∗ —
(0�064)

Parent family match 0�108 —
(0�073)

Diff. from recent portfolio revenue −1�7E− 06∗ −2�2E− 06∗

(4�2E− 07) (3�6E− 07)
Diff. from recent hospital share −1�10∗ −1�31∗

(0�121) (0�089)
Firm implicated in scandal 0�075 0�588∗

(0�053) (0�043)
LnRevenue −0�445∗ −0�556∗

(0�126) (0�095)
Squared LnRevenue 0�017∗ 0�027∗

(0�007) (0�005)
LnHospitalRevenue 0�295∗ 0�232∗

(0�029) (0�022)
LnRev × Chronic 0�055 0�027

(0�031) (0�023)
Second strength revenue −1�3E− 06 −2�5E− 07

(1�2E− 06) (8�4E− 07)
Chronic −0�460 −0�170

(0�330) (0�244)
Constant −1�82∗ −0�669

(0�542) (0�415)
Observations 29054 29054

aRobust standard errors are in parentheses. Sample excludes markets with generic entrants before 1984. Dependent
variable: Enter.
∗Significant at 5% level.
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In the second analysis I allow any firm that submitted an ANDA
during the time period to be a potential entrant into a generic market.
This change increases and improves the sample compared to the pre-
vious results, where only firms that primarily worked in the generic
industry could be potential entrants. That analysis is designed to shed
light on the entry decisions of generic specialist firms. However, in
this part of the paper I define the fixed cost of entry to include any
synergy that might be present in the larger corporation. This provides
a motive for mixture firms with synergies to enter. The same speci-
fication is run with the inclusion of these additional firms, and the
results are reported in Table V.

Having the brand in the larger corporation does not increase
the probability of entry when the firm’s experience with the drug’s
characteristics is included in the regression. However, when prod-
uct characteristics are omitted, a firm is more likely to enter a mar-
ket where it owns the brand than another market. This suggests the
firm is taking advantage of general manufacturing synergies across
many drugs. The brand has the characteristics of the firm’s portfolio,
and those characteristics determine what other drug markets the firm
enters in the future, including the new generic market. Thus, owning
the brand predicts generic entry, but not when the drug characteristics
are controlled for. The two sets of results are symmetric in an inter-
esting way: both show that the inclusion of measures of the firm’s
experience with drug characteristics lowers the impact of brand own-
ership on entry. Thus we can conclude something specific about the
synergies within the mixture corporations of the second sample: they
are synergies across drugs and not between brands and generics. Sig-
nificant knowledge of drugs, ingredients, and therapeutic features of
the brand lowers the cost of entry for both brand and generic opera-
tions. Absent these benefits, brand-owned generic operations are not
disproportionately likely to enter the market.

Another benefit to integration may be a first-mover advantage.
In general, there is likely to be aid the brand company can give the
generic applicant that a researcher cannot measure. If so, being in
the same corporation as the brand might cause a generic to be more
likely to win approval first. (Early FDA approval is particularly valu-
able if the plan is for the generic to enter before patent expiration.)
The first-mover advantage comes from the small switching costs that
buyers have. The first generic in the market—perhaps before patent
expiration—can charge a price above marginal cost and capture all
demand. As more generics enter, most of those customers will stay
with the original firm if it matches the lower prices of new entrants.
The first-mover may not be able to keep prices high, but can get more
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TABLE V.
Probability of Entry: Probita

Drug Characteristics Drug Characteristics
Independent Variable Included Omitted

Brand in Corp −0�142 0�288∗

(0�158) (0�124)
Firm form match 0�041∗ —

(0�002)
Firm form match squared 0�0003∗ —

(0�00002)
Parent form match −0�004∗ —

(0�002)
Firm therapy match 0�055∗ —

(0�013)
Firm therapy match squared −0�002∗ —

(0�0008)
Parent therapy match 0�012 —

(0�008)
Firm ingredient match 0�100∗ —

(0�021)
Parent ingredient match 0�040 —

(0�026)
Firm family match 0�202∗ —

(0�058)
Parent family match 0�029 —

(0�080)
Diff. from recent portfolio revenue −1�9E− 06∗ −2�30− 06∗

(4�1E− 07) (3�57E− 07)
Diff. from recent hospital share −1�09∗ −1�25∗

(0�104) (0�079)
Firm implicated in scandal 0�165∗ 0�652∗

(0�051) (0�042)
LnRevenue −0�496∗ −0�581∗

(0�118) (0�091)
Squared LnRevenue 0�019∗ 0�028∗

(0�007) (0�005)
LnHospitalRevenue 0�320∗ 0�253∗

(0�027) (0�020)
LnRev × Chronic 0�058 0�034

(0�030) (0�023)
Second strength revenue −1�1E− 06 3�8E− 07

(1�2E− 06) (8�1E− 07)
Chronic −0�512 −0�249

(0�315) (0�235)
Constant −1�77∗ −0�748

(0�500) (0�396)
Observations 38194 38194

aA potential entrant is any firm receiving an ANDA in 1984–1994. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Sample
excludes markets with generic entrants before 1984. Dependent variable: Enter.
∗Significant at 5% level.
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than an equal share of the market due to its early entry. This is the
source of economic rents unavailable to its generic competitors in the
same market (entry costs are assumed to be equal across firms). Given
that there will be generic entry, the brand in the market might want
to try to capture these rents.

The testable implication of this discussion is that the first app-
roval out of multiple generic entrants in a molecule should be more
likely to be the brand’s generic product. I use the dataset from the
entry analysis to conduct a rough comparison of probabilities. Using
the 222 markets without any generic entry before the Waxman-Hatch
Act, I identify the first ANDA in each drug market as well as those
entrants where there is a Brand in Corp. We expect the brand’s generic
firm to be disproportionately likely to be the first product approved
when the molecule goes off patent. I compare the probability that the
brand’s generic is first with the average probability of being first in
this dataset. The markets have more than four entrants on average and
some ties; an entrant would be first with probability 0.24 if entry order
were random. I find Brand in Corp entrants are not more likely to be
the first entrant. This simple probabilistic evidence therefore does not
support the idea that generic entrants use corporate resources to gain
approval before their competitors.

Note, however, that a brand can capture the first-mover profits
without integrating with the generic, so in some sense there is no need
to be first. It can contract with the first-approved (or any) generic firm
to pay some amount of money in exchange for a license to make and
sell the product a few months before the patent expires, thus ensuring
its partner is the first generic entrant.9 Licensing seems like a natural
solution for two firms that do not want to affect their internal orga-
nizations but want to cooperate occasionally. It is interesting to note
that by the late 1990s the trade press had decided this strategy was
a mistake. It criticizes innovator deals with generics for allowing the
generic product into the market too soon or not charging the generic
firm enough money to justify the advantage gained.10 This criticism
may reflect the problem of writing complete contracts about valuable
intellectual property between parties whose incentives are close to
zero-sum. In general, while licensing certainly exists in this industry,
it does not appear to be a common alternative for mixture firms.

Finally, another valuable synergy would be achieved if a generic
owned by the original patentholder could influence postpatent com-
petition in a way that increased profits to the brand. Brands try to

9� Some examples of this type of “front-running” deal were: Lilly gave Ceclor to
Mylan; Warner Lamber gave Lopid to Warner Chilcott; Upjohn offered Xanax as its
own generic (Thwaite, 1998).

10� Thwaite (1998).
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extend their effective monopoly by using regulation to their advantage
and introducing protected products such as new forms and extended-
release capsules. A brand-owned generic might be another effective
instrument in this struggle. Clearly, the brand would benefit if the
generic price were higher than it would otherwise be.11 This is diffi-
cult to arrange, since if competitors knew the affiliated generic would
be pricing softly, that would only encourage more generic firms to
enter the market, increasing competition and reducing prices. If the
market can only hold one firm, even at price above marginal cost, then
it would be logical for an affiliated generic to enter. The best way to
discourage entry, and therefore achieve somewhat higher prices, is to
credibly commit to taking a large share of the market. As mentioned
above, this is quite possible for a generic firm that enters early (not
necessarily first). Such a strategy could be announced well in advance,
with the result that competing generic firms would be deterred from
entering.12 For example, in 1991 the CEO of ICI believed “� � � ICI can
hold on to 60–70 percent of Tenormin sales by pre-empting the generic
drug manufacturers and supplying its own generic version to the US
market.”13 If this strategy were effective, the markets where it is used
would have fewer generic entrants than one would expect given the
characteristics of the market, and therefore higher prices.14

A full empirical test of this theory is beyond the scope of the
current paper. However, using a smaller dataset from Scott Morton
(2000), I predict the number of entrants in a sample of markets, using
basic observable features of the markets such as revenue. By including
a variable called Entrant is Affiliated with the Brand, I can undertake
a first test of whether there were fewer total entrants when one of
the entrants was part of the same corporation as the brand. If fewer
entrants entered when the brand was present, it would be good evi-
dence for a strategic motivation for integration.

The sample is a set of 98 carefully selected markets where I know
features of the market such as the patent expiration date (or expiration

11� Investor’s Daily (September 7, 1990, p. 9) suggests that Rugby will not “engage
in serious price-cutting against its own partner,” but does not give reasons why other
firms would not.

12� This is consistent with the idea that subsequent generic entrants create both price
and volume pressure on the first entrant, not the brand.

13� Financial Times, July 9, 1991, Section 1, p. 19.
14� Note that there are other methods of discouraging entry besides strategic use

of a generic entrant. Innovator firms typically try to get new forms (like capsules or
liquids) approved before the original patent expires and will also try to invent follow-
on patent products such as an extended-release tablet. To the extent patients can be
migrated on to these new forms before the patent expires, there is less market share
within the molecule available for the generic entrants and therefore, possibly, fewer of
them.
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of the relevant FDA restriction), number and timing of entrants, rev-
enue of the brand before patent expiration, and share of revenue sold
to hospitals. All the expirations occur in the years 1984 to 1991. (See
the Data Appendix for further detail and summary statistics.) Because
there is a fixed cost of entry, the total number of generic entrants will
depend on the size of the market and the expected margin on each
pill. I do not propose a structural model of profits, primarily because
expected future market size is the most important variable, and I can-
not measure it. Instead, I use characteristics of the market that proxy
for these features, such as brand revenue before patent expiration and
whether the disease is chronic or acute. I add to this an indicator
variable that takes a 1 if any of the entrants that eventually enter the
market are part of the corporation that owns the brand. This mea-
sure is necessarily zero when there are zero entrants in the market.
Therefore, those observations, which are about half the sample, are
excluded. The dataset used for the analysis comprises only those mar-
kets that had at least one entrant by two years after patent expiration.
I use an ordered probit specification, which takes the following form
for an intermediate group:

Pr(Ni) = �(µn −Xiβ)−�(µn−1 −Xiβ)�

where i indexes the 47 markets that meet the entry criterion. The error
term represents characteristics of the market (such as future profitabil-
ity) unknown to the econometrician as well as idiosyncratic synergies
between particular markets and entrants that cause more or less entry
than common market characteristics would predict.

The dependent variable is the number of approved entrants in
the market within one year after patent expiration (column 2 of Table
VI) or the number of approved entrants who apply by six months
before patent expiration (column 3). The explanatory variables are the
log revenue of the brand two years before patent expiration, the share
sold to hospitals, the form of the drug [topical, injectable, or (the omit-
ted category), pill], an indicator for a branded duopoly market, an
interaction between duopoly market and revenue, whether the drug
treats a chronic condition (as opposed to acute), and the number of
therapeutic substitutes for the drug that are off patent according to
IMS America, a data collection firm. Year dummies are also included.
Entrant is Affiliated with the Brand is an indicator variable that takes a
1 when the market contains an ANDA holder that is affiliated with the
original innovator (determined ex post). There are six of these markets
out of 47 in the sample. Note that this variable does not imply there
are any more entrants in total given that there are positive entrants;
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TABLE VI.
Number of Entrants in a Drug Market:

Ordered Probita

Dependent Variable: Number of Entrants

In the Market One Year after Applied by Six Months
Independent Variable Patent Expiration before Expiration

Entrant is affiliated 0�518 0�441
with the Brand (0�640) (0�482)

LnRevenue 1�23∗ 0�614∗

(0�243) (0�268)

Share Hospital −1�91∗ −2�23
(1�18) (1�51)

Duopoly 0�374 0�337
(0�638) (0�480)

Duopoly × LnRevenue −0�807∗ −0�200
(0�308) (0�270)

Topical −0�609 0�223
(0�663) (0�776)

Injectable 1�12 2�78∗

(0�893) (1�25)

Chronic −0�023 0�501
(0�496) (0�588)

Substitutes off Patent −0�252∗ −0�129
(0�085) (0�083)

Dummy 1987 0�841∗ 0�625
(0�424) (0�502)

Dummy 1988 3�61∗ 1�45
(1�10) (1�18)

Dummy 1989 0�982∗ 2�37∗

(0�507) (0�591)

Dummy 1990 −2�70∗ 0�864
(0�638) (0�664)

Dummy 1991 −1�90∗ −0�365
(0�726) (0�567)

Dummy 1992 0�032 0�691
(0�880) (0�895)

R2 0�312 0�195

Observations 47 47

aStandard errors in parentheses.
∗Significant at the 10% level or better.
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rather, it contains information about the composition of the entrant
group.

As reported in Table VI, the Entrant is Affiliated with the Brand
indicator has a positive but insignificant coefficient. In a regression
using total entrants two years after patent expiration as the depen-
dent variable, the coefficient is significant at the 10% level, but it
is not significant in predicting any other measure of the number of
entrants. If pharmaceutical firms were entering their own markets in
order to reduce the entry of others, we should see a negative sign on
the coefficient, not positive and insignificant. The results using appli-
cation data rather than entry data have a noticeably worse fit, prob-
ably because firms have some control over when they get approved
and submit applications according to their expectations. The other
coefficients in the regression are similar to those found in previous
work (Scott Morton, 2000), although they are less significant because
of the smaller sample. An exception is the coefficient on share sold
to hospitals, which is negative and significant at the 10% level in this
specification. The estimates imply that large markets and markets that
opened up in the late 1980s attract more entry.15 High revenues in a
duopoly market, high share sold to hospitals, and many substitute
drugs already off patent discourage entry. The positive coefficient on
brand affiliation suggests that other motivations, like brands wanting
to enter unusually “good” markets, might be more common. In any
case, the competitive reason for entry suggested by the ICI executive
above does not hold in this sample.

4.2 More Subtle Strategic Choices

It is possible that carefully chosen generic entry could influence the
game between innovator firms that do not overlap in product mar-
kets. A sister generic could enter the market of a competitor innovator
and try to reduce the competitor’s rents by selling a large volume at
a low price. The generic entrant can only intensify competition, not
soften it, because the generic is not a differentiated competitor. Thus
the generic can only be used by its sister innovator to be aggressive:
to put pressure on the rival brand and force it to lower price. How-
ever, this would seldom be in the original firm’s interest, since brands
are differentiated Bertrand competitors and there is no chance of low-
ering cash flows to the point of competitor exit. Therefore, owning a
generic to engage in this kind of interaction would require an unusual
situation to be a good strategic choice, and I do not pursue it further.

15� I do not include measures of brand advertising, since previous work (Scott Mor-
ton, 2000) indicates that including it (instrumented) does not alter the basic results.
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Managers in innovator firms may entertain the notion that their
higher-quality generic would command a premium price or market
share. Since heterogeneity is explicitly limited by the FDA application
procedure, the only remaining dimensions on which to differentiate
are aspects of service (such as distribution) and reputation. The for-
mer is as costly for an innovator to provide as for a generic firm. In
general, consumers will not be aware of the corporate reputation of a
generic maker. If a firm advertises its reputation in conjunction with
its generic product, it will explicitly be informing consumers that the
generic is as good as a brand but costs less. Such informed consumers
seem unlikely to then want to pay a premium for the brand. Therefore,
using an innovator reputation to increase generic sales will cannibal-
ize the branded product, a very expensive strategy. This drawback
is recognized by market participants, although if there are enough
insured consumers to create an inelastic segment, the brand can still
be sold at a high price.16

Other arguments that are good justifications for integration do
not make sense in the health care market. For example, one might
think that there are distributional synergies (one-stop shopping) in
having an innovator and a generic selling to outlets such as Pharmacy
Benefit Managers. However,

Merck said that managed care clients turned out to be
sophisticated shoppers, alert to the best buys from various
suppliers. “They do not assign much value to a branded
company also offering a generic,” Mr. Gilmartin said.17

According to the article, this was one of the reasons Merck divested
its West Point Pharma generic operation. A large generic firm can
manufacture all of the basic products a retailer would want, but even
the largest innovator firm has only a small share of the prescription
market. Thus, a combined pharmaceutical firm will not be able to
serve all the needs of a large customer and extract that value, since
the customer will have to obtain other branded drugs from many
other innovator firms.

4.3 Alternatives to Integration

It is possible that when a synergy is present, it can be exploited with
something less than full integration. An example might be a generic

16� “Common sense might suggest that selling a product at a price far lower than
that for its identical prototype might kill the market for the more expensive version� � �
customers whose drugs are largely covered by insurance often want the more expensive
brand and ask the pharmacist for it” (New York Times, September 20, 1992, Section 3,
p. 5).

17� New York Times, September 11, 1997, Section D, p. 1.
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firm hiring a team from the innovator to help it design a manufactur-
ing process. These kinds of arrangements will show up in my data as
cases where synergies are present, but we see no integration. Equally
many synergies may be being exploited in integrated and in noninte-
grated firms; the latter simply do it with a contract. On the one hand,
acknowledging alternatives says we have not learned that integrated
firms are ignoring all their built-in advantages. On the other hand,
the results indicate that there is no noticeable increase in synergies
for the group taking the more costly route, full integration. Since inte-
grated firms appear to be taking advantage of no more synergies than
the group using contracts, we are still left with the mystery of why
they integrate. Future research in this area would be most effective by
studying behavior that is hard to contract on.

5. Conclusion

Industry executives are groping desperately for ways to
deal with generics. A few companies� � � have set up their
own small-scale generic operations to reap some of the ben-
efits of the market, they say. But like most of the large
research houses, which pride themselves on their innova-
tion, they sneer at becoming aggressive in generics.18

So Merck decided to concentrate on increasing its research
spending� � � . The best way to use its resources “when a
drug goes off patent,” Mr. Gilmartin said, “is to have a
new innovative drug ready.”19

The evidence in this paper shows that integrated corporations—
those producing both innovative branded products and low-cost
generics—are relatively rare. In addition, these corporations do not
appear to be using the brand to help the generic enter the market
more efficiently, more frequently, or earlier.

The results indicate directions for future research. Given that the
data presented here display no evidence of economies of scope, one
is left to conclude that managers are either making mistakes or learn-
ing. However, there may be benefits to an integrated organizational
form in the pharmaceutical industry that are not tested in this paper.
Further research is required to determine if integrated pharmaceuti-
cal firms are a product of agency costs and managerial error, or if
there are some additional strategies not considered here that create
substantial synergies between the two types of products.

18� New York Times, February 24, 1985, Section 3, p. 1.
19� New York Times, September 11, 1997, Section D, p. 1.
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Data Appendix

Table I

The dataset that forms the basis for the descriptive statistics on firm
and corporate specialization contains ANDAs and NDAs listed on the
FDA (“Orange Book”) web page at the end of 1998. This includes all
applications granted from 1984 through 1998. Supplementary data on
corporate ownership was taken from Business Browser (OneSource),
an electronic database, and the Directory of Corporate Affiliations.
Ownership data were only collected for firms with at least five appli-
cations during the fourteen-year period. (This is because there are
many firms, with only one or two applications, that are not serious
manufacturers and do not appear in conventional databases such as
those mentioned above. Tracking down their ownership data would
have been prohibitively costly.)

Table III

The analysis of the time it takes the FDA to approve an application
uses a supplemented version of the entry dataset described below
(Tables IV, V). Because some applications were submitted in the early
1990s but approved very slowly, they were not accepted by the time
the entry dataset ends in 1992. Therefore, I went back to the FDA
records and added information on all ANDAs that had been approved
by the beginning of 1999 but were submitted before 1993. This pro-
cess does not create many additional observations (fewer than 100),
but virtually eliminates censoring of slowly approved applications.
Descriptive statistics are in Table VII.

Tables IV and V

The dataset that analyzes a firm’s entry pattern was compiled from
records of all ANDAs granted from 1984 to 1994 inclusive. Multi-
ple concentrations, bulk materials applications, and duplicates (due
to packaging, etc.) are removed. It is supplemented with data from
IMS America on the revenue of the branded drug and share sold to
hospitals, as well as data from other sources, such as whether the drug
treats an acute or a chronic condition. The dataset also contains infor-
mation on the complete portfolios of the entrants, namely the stock of
all drugs the FDA had approved them to manufacture as of 1994. Each
drug’s original innovator is identified, along with the names of sub-
sidiaries in that same corporation. This allows the generic entrant to
be matched, or not, with the original innovator. Descriptive statistics
are in Table VIII.
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TABLE VII.
Summary Statistics for Approval Time Data:

Analysis Reported in Table III

Yeara Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

All 1440 675�4 530�2
1984 submitted 85 611�2 349�6

1985 submitted 300 516�0 351�4
approved 61 233�3 88�3

1986 submitted 348 542�9 439�2
approved 246 351�1 152�5

1987 submitted 245 464�6 344�6
approved 283 450�7 204�7

1988 submitted 157 820�3 480�5
approved 301 528�5 268�2

1989 submitted 84 1128�7 336�7
approved 105 599�4 295�1

1990b submitted 48 947�4 257�4
approved 32 930�6 403�3

1991b submitted 53 763�9 253�3
approved 87 1120�5 341�0

1992b submitted 61 556�0 173�2
approved 98 1025�8 436�4

1993b approved 100 1051�5 624�9

1994 approved 87 884�6 482�4

1995–98 approved 74c 2059�7 677�9

Approval Time

Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Parent Portfolio Size 1440 60�9 49�2 1 219
Order of Entry 1440 5�28 4�29 1 25
LnRevenue 1440 10�1 1�80 −0�69 14�5
Early 1440 118�3 279�6 0 2894�2
Brand in Corp 1440 0�019 0�137 0 1

aWhere it exists, tentative approval year is substituted for final approval year.
bEffect of generic scandal.
cVery slow.

Table VI

The dataset I use to explain the number of generic entrants in the
market is market-based rather than application-based. I focus on 98
markets where I have information on the number and dates of generic
applications, prices and revenues over time, hospital revenue share,
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the number of off-patent competitors, and the patent expiration date,
and detailed measures of advertising. I also know whether the drug
treats a chronic or acute disease and whether it is a duopolist in the
market. I combine this dataset with corporate ownership information
described above. Descriptive statistics are in Table IX.

TABLE VIII.
Summary Statistics for Entry Data: Analysis

Reported in Tables IV and V

Number of generic entries after Waxman-Hatch Act 1�233
Of those, number not very late into market and complete 936
Number of unique product markets 363
Number of unique generic firms 123
Total number of generic entry opportunities 44�649

Total obs. in final dataset (with potential entry cases) 48�216

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Total revenue ($1000) 75�793 109�934 72 619�645
Ln revenue 10�33 1�53 4�28 13�34
Squared Ln revenue 108�9 30�3 18�3 177�9
Ln (hospital revenue) 8�16 1�54 2�40 12�15
Hospital revenue share 0�267 0�346 0�009 1
Chronic drug 0�482 0�500 0 1
Single-strength market 0�046 0�209 0 1
Firms indicted in scandal 0�239 0�427 0 1
Brand in Corp 0�012 0�107 0 1

Mean

Match Variablea Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. enter = 0 enter = 1

Firm form 6�73 17�85 0 121 6�01 38�3
Parent form 3�65 13�54 0 122 3�66 3�28
Firm therapy 0�994 2�54 0 26 0�936 3�58
Parent therapy 0�620 2�33 0 28 0�615 0�850
Firm family 0�023 0�204 0 7 0�021 0�099
Parent family 0�017 0�210 0 9 0�017 0�022
Firm ingredient 0�084 0�487 0 17 0�077 0�377
Parent ingredient 0�059 0�490 0 20 0�057 0�112
Abs. diff. from 50� 360 87� 749 0 619� 645 50� 067 63� 250

revenue in
portfolio

Abs. diff. from 0�327 0�352 0 1 0�330 0�166
hospital
share in
portfolio

aN = 42�059.
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TABLE IX.
Summary Statistics for Number-of-Entrants Data:

(Analysis reported in Table VI)

Variable Obs. Min. Max. Mean

Number of generic approvals within 2 years of 98 0 13 2�09
patent expiration

Number of generic approvals within 1 year of 98 0 13 1�27
patent expiration

Number of generic applications by 6 months 98 0 14 2�05
after patent expiration

Number of generic applications by 6 months 98 0 14 1�38
before patent expiration

Independent Variables

Duopoly dummy: 1 if patented market 98 0 1 0�17
was a duopoly

Chronic dummy: 1 if drug treats 98 0 1 0�55
chronic condition

Injectable dummy: 1 if drug is injected 98 0 1 0�18
Topical dummy: 1 if drug applied topically 98 0 1 0�19
Share Hospital Revenue: % drug revenue from
hospital sales (each obs. equal weight) 98 0 1 0�23

Revenue: drug-form revenue in year before
patent expiration ($1000) 98 9 349�803 31�613

LnRevenue: natural log of drug-form 98 −9�31 1�25 −2�45
revenue ($10,000,000)

Number Off-Patent Substitutes: number of 98 0 12 3�62
off-patent brands in therapeutic class

Media Appendix

Investor’s Daily, September 9, 1990, p. 9: SmithKline Beecham man-
ufactured a generic version of its own product (Dyazide), which it
arranged for Rugby to distribute. “The move indicates that joining
generic drug companies—rather than fighting them—may be brand-
name firms’ best option for maintaining market share in the face of ris-
ing health care costs� � � . Rugby is the ‘best of the generics,’ and is not
likely to engage in serious price-cutting against its own partner.” “The
agreement could end up accelerating generic penetration� � � when
physicians realize they can get the Rugby-supplied SmithKline drug
at a 20–25% discount, even those who might hesitate to use a generic
product will want to try it.”

Financial Times, July 9, 1991, Section 1, p. 19: “ICI Pharmaceuti-
cals will announce plans this week to produce an unbranded drug for
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the first time. The move, which may seem surprising for a dedicated
manufacturer of branded medicines, is part of the UK company’s
strategy to prevent sales of its best-selling heart drug, Tenormin, slump-
ing in the US after its main patent expires later this year.” “Mr. Friend
[the CEO] believes ICI can hold on to 60–70 percent of Tenormin
sales by pre-empting the generic drug manufacturers and supplying
its own generic version to the US market from its Puerto Rico factory.”

New York Times, September 20, 1992, Section 3, p. 5: Examples of
brand companies entering their own generic markets with a strategic
purpose:

• Merck: generic Dolobid marketed by West Point Pharma, subsidiary.
• Marian Merrell Dow makes Cardizem and Carafate under Blue
Ridge Labs name, marketed by Rugby.

• ICI makes generic version of Tenormin.
• Ciba Geigy: generic Lopressor and Voltaren marketed by Geneva.
• Upjohn: will license generics of at least two products. Not ann-
ounced yet.

“Common sense might suggest that selling a product at a price far
lower than that for its identical prototype might kill the market for the
more expensive version� � � customers whose drugs are largely cov-
ered by insurance often want the more expensive brand and ask the
pharmacist for it.” “Merck said by shifting to generics it is trying to
extend profits on products it had developed and promoted to doctors
at great expense.” “Drug makers moving into generic products are
taking a plunge into an unfamiliar world where customers expect to
be wooed with discounts and deals� � � .” “Allan Egeth� � � said generics
are ‘a very different business. It’s a commodity marketplace.’ He noted
that several companies that tried to sell generics on their own over
the years, like Pfizer and Smithkline, had given up.” “Pre-tax profits
are much higher—26 percent, on average—for brand name companies
than for generic manufacturers. Margins at publicly traded generic
companies average 12 percent� � � .” Brand-name firms try to extend
franchises on drugs by making their own generics, launching over-
the-counter (OTC) products, and introducing extended-release forms.

New York Times, May 2, 1994, Section D, p. 4: “Some hybrid drug
companies are trying to have it both ways.” “These hybrid companies,
said David Saks, an analyst for Gruntal and Company, have their
own brand name, or proprietary drugs, and can earn higher profits
than companies that rely solely on generic versions of drugs with
patents that have expired. But because generic drugs are also part of
their business mix, these companies also tend to have the lower-cost
operations more typical of generic-drug companies, he said.”
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Business and Industry, May 1995 (Vol. 1, No. 2): “� � � Ciba Pharma-
ceuticals, who merged Geneva Pharmaceuticals Inc with its branded
business. The new firm will aid Ciba Pharmaceuticals in better meet-
ing the needs of existing and emerging customers. It offers customers
one-stop shopping for branded and generic products. . . .” “The per-
ceptions among some industry watchers is that major drug compa-
nies are leaving the generic drug industry.” “CibaGeneva offers our
customers one-stop shopping for branded and generic products, and
our breadth of product line gives us an advantage in the growing
managed health care business.” “Involvement in the generic drug
industry by branded companies is now common. About 70% of all
generic companies are owned by branded companies. More than 20
major pharmaceutical companies have either [sic] or established their
own generic unit in the United States. Research-based pharmaceu-
tical companies can use a combination of the generic business and
their branded drug business to promote their brand-name products
to third-party payers. The generic drug industry is so dominated by
branded companies that some industry watchers predict the inde-
pendent generic drug industry might not even exist as a separate
entity within a few years.” “Other major pharmaceutical companies
are contracting with generic manufacturers. Contracting with a generic
company allows brand-name manufacturers to have stable suppliers
without the expense of taking ownership positions� � � . But financial
analysts expect that pharmaceutical companies not aligned with a
generic company will start their own generic division. Companies can
start their own generic operations at a fraction of the cost of purchas-
ing one.”

Drug Store News, August 21, 1995, p. 13: “After scaring the wits
out of more than a few generic industry leaders, might Merck pulled
in its horns and closed down its West Point Pharma operation last
December. Shortly thereafter, Syntex’ Hamilton generic subsidiary
announced that it was discontinuing operations also, and reports
began circulating that other brand name–owned generic houses were
in trouble. In commenting on these developments at the Generic Phar-
maceutical Industry’s annual meeting earlier this year, Dillon, Read
analyst Jerry Treppel said, “The much ballyhooed entry of the brand-
name drug companies into the generic drug marketplace has been a
bust.’ ”

New York Times, September 11, 1997, Section D, p. 1: “It also
turned out that some of the giants of the pharmaceutical business
didn’t mix well with generics. The winners on the cut-rate end of the
spectrum are quick-footed operators who get to market first with each
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new drug and convince pharmacists to stock it before a host of near-
identical pills shows up. By contrast, the brand makers invest large
amounts of research and money; the sales of their patent-protected
products reflect the judgement of physicians who have been convinced
that they are uniquely effective. What’s more, the drug companies
found that they could still outsmart managed care buyers by pro-
ducing innovative—and expensive—new products that doctors and
patients would insist on having� � � . ‘It was a question of what was the
most effective use of our resources, management time and skills,’ said
Raymond V. Gilmartin, the chairman and chief executive of Merck.”
“� � � But Merck said that managed care clients turned out to be sophis-
ticated shoppers, alert to the best buys from various suppliers. ‘They
do not assign much value to a branded company also offering a
generic,’ Mr. Gilmartin said. � � � So Merck decided to concentrate on
increasing its research spending� � � the best way to use its resources
‘when a drug goes off patent,’ Mr. Gilmartin said, ‘is to have a new
innovative drug ready.’ ” The article goes on to report on divestitures
or lack thereof:

• Merck sells in an LBO to Endo pharmaceutical.
• Hoechst sells Rugby/Chelsea Labs to Watson (for 1/4 of what it
paid).

• Warner-Lambert sells Warner Chilcott to Elan.
• Schering-Plough keeps Warrick.
• AHP/Wyeth keeps Lederle Labs.

Business and Industry, November 1997 (Vol. 16, No. 11), p. 30: “Many
executives of generic companies appear to be tiring of the strug-
gle and the low profit margins. They have visions of reinventing
their companies to become fully integrated pharmaceutical compa-
nies, with research and development programs that produce inno-
vative medicines that can be differentiated� � � . Making the transition
to developing and selling branded drugs is having an adverse effect
on the short-term profitability of these generic companies. Executives
believe that the real growth will come from branded products, and
while their strategic decisions are costly now, these moves will bene-
fit their company in the future.”

• 19% increase in R&D spending (24 leading publicly traded generics,
1996–1995).

• 1.5% increase in revenue, same period.
• 92.6% decrease in net income, same period.
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